
WINDROW COMPOSTING



The purpose of composting is to 
decompose organic substances as 
efficiently as possible, to create a 
high-quality product.

For over 25 years, Komptech has 
worked diligently with scientists, 
agriculture experts and our 
customers to design a process that 
guarantees maximum ecological 
and economic efficiency. Every step 
of the process is designed with that 
objective in mind.

Komptech has the expertise, the 
quality machinery, and the modern 
system technologies to turn waste 
into a valuable product while 
preserving and recycling resources.

THE KOMPTECH ADVANTAGES 
TO WINDROW COMPOSTING

WHY WINDROW COMPOSTING?

 Faster composting times with higher yields

 Better aeration minimizes odor

 More consistent product

  Manage each row independently and make 
necessary adjustments



THE KOMPTECH PROCESS
MAXIMIZE FINISHED COMPOST QUALITY AND PROCESS EFFICIENCY IN 4 SIMPLE STEPS
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SHRED: Achieve Better Aeration

SCREEN: Wet Material Screening

TURN: Create Tall, Peaked Windrows

SEPARATE: Remove Contaminants

Crambo Low-Speed 
Shredder 

Multistar Series  
Star Screens

Topturn X Series  
Windrow Turners

Hurrikan S 
Windsifter
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Pre treatment
Crambo track

Windrow

Loading ready 
compost

Start with windrows

Windrow turner
Topturn X

Post treatment 
Star Screen + Separation



STEP 1: SHREDDING
 High throughput on a wide range 

 of waste materials

 Aggressive feed with long,  
 counter-rotating shredding drums

 Variable particle sizes through  
 simple screen basket change 

 Minimal noise and dust emissions

 Low fuel consumption,  
 maintenance and operating costs

MACHINE HIGHLIGHTS

ü Larger material, more oxygen = better and faster composting process

ü Able to handle contaminants like metal, dirt, and rock without costly breakdowns

ü Unwanted plastic stays larger for easier removal at the final stage

ü Mixes and blends while shredding

ü  Able to process a wide range of products other machines can't such as palm and stumps

CRAMBO
LOW-SPEED, HIGH-TORQUE, DUAL-SHAFT SHREDDER

PRODUCT BENEFITS FOR COMPOSTING

Counter rotating drums with overload protection 
and auto reverse function.

Easy sizing with quick screen basket changes. 
Output sizes from 2” to 24”.



STEP 2: TURNING
 Comfortable cabin with more 

 space and new intuitive controls

 Easy maintenance access with  
 ladders and platforms integrated  
 in the body

 Low operating costs with high 
 throughput

 Scraper bar helps eliminate odors  
 by picking up the very bottom of  
 the pile while turning 

MACHINE HIGHLIGHTS

ü  Maximize space by overlapping windrows

ü Designed to create ideal windrow shape for faster composting times

ü Turns pile without shredding plastic further 

ü Infuse water into the center of the pile while turning

TOPTURN X SERIES
COMPOST WINDROW TURNERS

PRODUCT BENEFITS FOR COMPOSTING

O2O2

CO2

Large diameter turning drum engineered to 
create the optimum windrow shape while enabling 
complete mixing of row, outside to in.

A tall, peaked windrow is ideal for composting. 
Using the chimney effect, air (O2) is drawn in from 
the base and heat (CO2) is released from the top.



 High production compost screening

  Separation into 2 or 3 fractions with one machine

  Infinite adjustability of output product size 

 CLEANSTAR technology for self-cleaning and 
 longer star life

 Quick change drum to change product size in less  
 than 5 minutes

  Heavy duty punch plate drum for difficult material

 Drums maximize effective screening surface area

 Hydraulic and electric power options

MACHINE HIGHLIGHTS MACHINE HIGHLIGHTS

ü  Ability to screen wet material

ü High quality, consistent finished product

ü Windsifting technology available for contamination removal

ü Quickly make multiple output product sizes

ü Track chassis for greater on-site mobility

STEP 3: SCREENING

MULTISTAR SERIES
STAR SCREENS

NEMUS SERIES
TROMMEL SCREENS

PRODUCT BENEFITS FOR COMPOSTING



ü  Remove plastic, metal and rock for a higher quality compost product

ü Ability to use clean overs as bio-mulch

ü Reduce disposal costs while improving overall site cleanliness

ü Available plug-ins for stacking conveyors, reducing material handling

 High throughput with >95% contaminant removal

 Ability to remove rocks, metals and light plastics  
 with one machine

 Low operating costs due to hybrid technology

 Compatible with most commercially available  
 mobile screening units

 Dependable removal of up to 95% of rocks   
 (depending on input material)

 Wide range of applications

 Low operating costs from hybrid technology

 Compatible with most commercially available  
 mobile screening units

MACHINE HIGHLIGHTS MACHINE HIGHLIGHTS

STEP 4: SEPARATING

HURRIKAN S
WINDSIFTER SEPARATOR

STONEFEX
STONE SEPARATOR

PRODUCT BENEFITS FOR COMPOSTING

Screening residue

Light fraction (e.g. plastic foils)

Fe-metals

Rolling particle (e.g. stones)
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Wood fraction Stone fraction



We reserve the right to make technical changes due to ongoing development.  USA2020

6345 DOWNING STREET
DENVER, COLORADO 80216

[t] +1 (720) 890-9090
[e] info@komptechamericas.com
[w] www.komptechamericas.com

Scan this QR Code with your mobile device to 
watch more videos of our machines in action


